Under the Microscope for Weather Leaks

Heat and comfort that you'll need, money that you'll need, will escape through every little leak that allows cold to seep into your home. Plug every leak. Insulate and install storm doors and windows. Convert all burning equipment to coal.

F.B. A. Loans, with 20 months to repay, are now available.

Conserving heat through weather-proofing is a war measure now! In the years to come it will prove an economy measure that will pay you many dividends. Do it now!
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VOTE THE ENTIRE REPUBLICAN TICKET
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For Governor: Thomas E. Dewey

For Lieutenant Governor: Thomas W. Wallace

For Comptroller: Frank C. Moore

For Attorney General: Nathaniel L. Goldstein

For State Senator: Robert S. Bainbridge
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Election Day — November 3 — Polls Open 6 A.M. to 7 P.M. — Vote Early
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